Increased Productivity for Target Compound Screening Using TOF-MS and Accurate-Mass Databases with Optional Retention Time

Part 2: Integrated, Automated Workflows

Abstract

Agilent provides accurate-mass databases that can be combined with its time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) systems to perform faster, more reliable analyses for target compounds. Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Analysis software enables highly integrated and automated workflows to search these databases. The software includes sophisticated compound detection algorithms that save hours of analyst time, and allows fully automated analyses from sample injection to final report. These features enable high-throughput screening without compromising data quality, reducing labor costs and ensuring confident results.
Overview

Time-of-flight MS provides accurate-mass spectra that give increased specificity for target compound screening. With high resolution and ppm mass accuracies, the Agilent TOF and quadrupole-TOF (Q-TOF) LC/MS systems greatly reduce the chance of reporting false positive results. To make it much easier to perform screening, Agilent provides separate accurate-mass databases for many compound classes: endogenous metabolites (and related compounds), pesticides, and forensics/toxicology.

As described in part 1 of this technical overview, these Personal Compound Databases (PCDs) and associated software deliver a high degree of specificity and confidence, due to unique scoring algorithms and the ability to add LC retention times to the database when using standardized chromatographic conditions.

Accurate-mass databases are used in two general application areas:

- Target and non-target screening in areas such as forensics and toxicology, food, and environmental analysis.
- Differential analysis of samples or sample sets with the goal of identifying differences. Differential analysis is used frequently in metabolomics, proteomics, and other areas.

This technical overview demonstrates how the Agilent MassHunter Workstation software benefits these type of analyses by providing:

- A dramatic increase in productivity using highly automated compound data processing.
- Flexibility to balance throughput versus sensitivity when screening for large numbers of compounds.
- The ability to analyze target and unknown compounds in a single analysis.

Using databases with accurate mass and optional retention time

The MassHunter family of software products is a tightly integrated suite that enables users to process data very efficiently. The software offers multiple ways to interrogate data and search AMRT databases, so the analyst can choose the workflow that delivers answers most quickly.

Definitions

- **Accurate-mass database** — **AM database** — contains the calculated exact masses, molecular formulas, and names of compounds, but no spectra
- **Accurate-mass/retention time database** — **AMRT database** — same as AM database, plus, optionally, contains retention times from a defined set of chromatographic conditions
- **Library** — same as AM database, but contains MS/MS spectra and optional RT
- **Personal Compound Database (PCD)** — AM or AMRT database in MassHunter format, located on the local PC or intranet, provided by Agilent or created by a user
- **Personal Compound Database and Library (PCDL)** — same as PCD, but in addition contains MS/MS spectra for some or all compounds
- **Personal Compound Database and Library (PCDL) software** — MassHunter software module that allows conducting manual searches, adding MS/MS spectra to a library, and editing of AMRT information and MS/MS spectra
- **Target compounds** — compounds being sought
- **Non-target compounds** — compounds not being sought but in database
- **Unknown compounds** — compounds not being sought and not in database
Multiple ways to conduct searches

As one example of the available flexibility, scientists can search AM and AMRT databases from four different places in the MassHunter software:

- Personal Compound Database and Library (PCDL) software
- MassHunter Qualitative Analysis
- Mass Profiler
- Mass Profiler Professional

Each way of searching has unique advantages, as described below.

Manual searches within the Personal Compound Database and Library (PCDL) software

The user interface of the PCDL software provides separate tabs to enable manual search of a single accurate mass or batch search of a list of accurate masses. Users can paste mass lists or import them in .csv or .txt format. The mass lists are typically generated manually from mass spectra or automatically via the Find Compounds algorithms in the Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Analysis software.

The PCDL software includes a Batch Summary tab that allows analysts to make decisions when conflicts appear in the results. For example, if multiple masses return the same hit, the user can assign a different compound to each mass. Likewise, if a single mass returns multiple hits from the database, the user can choose the appropriate compound. In both cases, additional information is necessary in order to resolve those conflicts. Here, adding LC retention time into the search is extremely useful for differentiating compounds.

The batch search mode is useful for updating LC retention times in the database. To do this, the user analyzes a standard mixture, searches the compounds against an AMRT database, and resolves any conflicts. Then the investigator can update all retention times in the database with a single click of the “Apply retention times” button.

Note that the new PCDL software not only provides the ability to edit and search AMRT databases, but also to add MS/MS spectra to the compound entries, which allows users to conduct MS/MS library searches. This additional MS/MS library search capability is not covered in detail in this technical overview.

An Agilent technical note describes in more detail how to conduct searches from the original PCD software, which did not have the MS/MS library search capability.²

Searches from within MassHunter Qualitative Analysis software

The most common way to search AM(RT) databases is to initiate the search from MassHunter Qualitative Analysis on all compounds found in a single sample. This type of search can be used to screen for both target and non-target compounds. The software displays the results in MassHunter Qualitative Analysis, where each row in the compound results table lists the database search result with highest score. A separate window for database search results provides more details, listing the best hits with their scores. (The scores are based on accurate mass, isotope ratios, and isotope spacing.) The best hit has a check mark, but the user can override that result and select another hit as the best one.

The entire process can be fully automated so that after each acquisition, the data processing (including the search) is scheduled automatically according to the tasks and parameters defined in the data processing method. Analysts can set up a worklist to automate the data acquisition and processing for an entire batch of samples.

Figure 1. For different workflows, users can initiate searches of AM(RT) databases from multiple MassHunter software products.
Searches from within Mass Profiler or Mass Profiler Professional

Investigators who perform differential analysis can search AM(RT) databases on compounds that are found to be different between two samples or sample sets in Mass Profiler, or between two or more sample sets via more sophisticated statistical analysis in Mass Profiler Professional. This scheme can be applied to any type of differential analysis, including applications in metabolomics, proteomics, environmental studies, food alteration, food origin, or forensics. Users can trigger the search directly from Mass Profiler or Mass Profiler Professional, and can review the results there.

Multiple workflows in MassHunter Qualitative Analysis

The majority of searches of AM(RT) databases are initiated from within MassHunter Qualitative Analysis. This software increases productivity by enabling compound-centric data analysis, which automatically finds compounds in complex LC/MS and LC/MS/MS analyses via proprietary algorithms. The software provides a number of workflows to find compounds and conduct searches of an AM(RT) database. (See Figure 2.) These flexible workflows, which are discussed in detail below, adapt the software for efficient analyses regardless of the application.

Screening for target compounds only

Two workflows are particularly effective when screening for target compounds such as pesticides. As shown in Figure 2, examples A and B, the workflows differ in the Find Compounds algorithm that is used. In both cases, the investigator starts with a list of target compounds with formulas in a database – either an Agilent or a custom Personal Compound Database. If the database contains non-target compounds in addition to target compounds, these workflows will search for both.

The first approach finds compounds using the Molecular Feature Extraction (MFE) algorithm. The user selects a setting that directs the software to filter the compound list by mass list, simply by pointing to the masses in the database. This limits the list of found compounds to only the ones of interest to the analyst. The software also reports the formula for each of the found target compounds as well as a score based on accurate mass match, isotopic ratios, and isotope spacing. Optionally, a full AM(RT) database search can be conducted, which gives access to the n best hits. This allows crosschecking whether some features might match to more than one compound.
The second approach uses the Find by Formula algorithm. The parameters for Find by Formula are set to search for the formulas of all the target compounds, which again is simply done by pointing to the respective accurate mass database. The software returns a list of those that were found.

The choice of workflow depends on the needs of the analyst. The first option (Find by MFE) is faster when searching a large database, while the second option (Find by Formula) provides greater sensitivity because it uses an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) approach to find the target compounds. The Find by Formula option may require manual inspection of low-level results to eliminate false positives, but this can be done quickly with the compound-centric data navigation in the MassHunter Qualitative Analysis software. The analyst can pick either the Find by MFE approach or the Find by Formula approach, depending on whether it is more important to optimize speed or sensitivity.

**Screening for both target and unknown compounds**

For applications in the environmental area, as well as in forensics and toxicology, it is often desirable to both screen for target compounds and identify unknowns. Both types of analysis can be accomplished in a single run, using an automated workflow in MassHunter Qualitative Analysis. The process, shown in Figure 2C, is as follows:

1. Use Find Compounds by Molecular Feature to find all detectable compounds in the sample.
2. Perform an AM(RT) database search to find all target (and non-target) compounds.
3. Continue with Molecular Formula Generation (MFG) on the compounds that were not identified in the AM(RT) database (which at that point are unknowns). Another Agilent technical overview describes the functionality of the MFG.3

4. Export compound information for follow-up targeted MS/MS acquisition with an Agilent Q-TOF system. The accurate-mass MS/MS spectra are used for enhanced MFG and for correlation with proposed structures. All of the steps above, except the correlation of the MS/MS spectra with proposed structures, can be automated. Therefore, this compound-centric workflow maximizes the amount of information extracted from a single analysis (see Figure 3), while minimizing the amount of time the investigator needs to spend on data processing.

**MS/MS library search**

The new LC/MS/MS accurate-mass library search capabilities, which are integrated into the new Personal Compound Database and Library (PCDL) software, provide even stronger confirmation for compound identification. This level of confirmation may be required for legal purposes (for example, in forensics and toxicology applications).

---

**Figure 3.** Compound results table with database hits for target compounds, and MFG results on unknown compounds, from a single analysis.
Conclusion

The integration of Agilent Personal Compound Databases with the Agilent MassHunter Workstation software brings new levels of productivity to TOF-based target compound screening. The combination of Agilent MassHunter Workstation software, the Agilent Personal Compound Databases, and the PCDL software greatly increases the throughput and confidence of screening by providing:

- The ability to search from the MassHunter PCDL software, MassHunter Qualitative Analysis, or the Agilent software products for differential analysis (Mass Profiler and Mass Profiler Professional)
- Highly integrated workflows that can be customized to the needs of the application
- Sophisticated compound searching algorithms that remove the need for tedious manual data processing
- High confidence results, via scoring using accurate mass, isotope spacing, and isotope abundance in the MS domain, and the use of accurate mass MS/MS information
- Complete automation of the analysis, from spectral acquisition to customized Excel reports, for large batches of samples

These features increase the speed and reduce the cost of screening while providing accurate results.
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